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Abstract
The quantum neutrino oscillation phenomenon is not perfectly described by the actual standard physics models. Ex-
perimental results of diﬀerent neutrino sources like reactors, accelerators and supernovae, indicate a non-negligible ﬂux
error if compared to the predicted theoretical models. This work aims to propose diﬀerent non-standard neutrino in-
teractions and predict LBNE potential in analyze it. That approach could give a better understanding of the quantum
neutrino oscillation phenomenon.
As an example, we can use the weak leptonic number violation that generate new interactions that is not possible
using the Standard Model. This violation is directly related with a change in the Flavor neutrino Hamiltonian and
consequently connected with the quantum neutrino oscillation.
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1. Introduction
This work shows a preliminary analysis of a non-standard anti-neutrino interaction model in two families
and the possibility of LNBE testing it. The new interaction is based on on leptonic number violation and
Lorentz invariance allowing to create interactions with the environment that modify the neutrino propagation
Hamiltonian. As a consequence of changing the propagation operator the muon neutrino survival probability
length has a non-negligible change. In LBNE the muon neutrinos are created on Fermilab accelerator and
they will travel approximately 1.300 km through the earth to be detected in Sanford Lab. The theoretical
non-standard muon neutrino quantum oscillation can be compared with the standard oscillation to testing
the model.
2. Method
Assuming leptonic number violation it is possible to create new interactions between fermions and
neutrinos. A scheme of a general representation of this kind of interactions is shown in ﬁgure 2 [1]. This
four fermions non-standard interactions, can be described as a Hamiltonian 1:
Hn = U†HU + V + Λ (1)
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Fig. 1. Non Standard Neutrino Interactions with fermions scheme.
Where the speciﬁc matrices are:
U =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
c12c13 s12c13 s13
−s12c23 − c12s23s13 c12c23 − s12s23s13 s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13 c12s23 − s12c23s13 c23c13
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
H =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
0 Δm
2
21
2E 0
0 0 Δm
2
31
2E
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
V =
√
2Gf ne
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Λ =
√
2Gf n f
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ee eμ eτ
∗eμ μμ μτ
∗eτ ∗μτ ττ
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
The V matrix is the standard potential of a neutrino propagation through the matter. The Λ matrix
represents the non-standard interaction Hamiltonian and the  (s) are the non-standard parameters. These
parameters are strong constrain by decay rates of some particles [2], and their upper limits are shown in
table 1.
Table 1. Non Standard neutrino parameters upper limit constraints
 e μ τ
e 0.75 0 0.25
μ 0 0.08 0.25
τ 0.25 0.25 0.4
Applying this matrices in the neutrino propagation given by the Schrodinger equation:
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νs(t) = e−iHntνs (2)
In equation 2 the νs are the speciﬁc neutrino ﬂavors :
νs =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
|νe〉
|νμ〉
|ντ〉
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
3. LBNE Predictions
In LBNE (Long Baseline Neutrino Experiment), the muon neutrino produced in Fermilab Accelerator
(Batavia Illinois) will travel 1300Km through the earth and will be detected in Sanford Lab (South Dakota)
[3], as shown in ﬁgure 3. During this propagation we can use, as a good approach, a constant matter density
[4], [9], [10] of ∼ 4g/cm3.
Fig. 2. Muon Neutrinos produced in Fermilab crossing 1300Km through earth and being detected in Sanford.
As a preliminary analysis we use two neutrino families in LBNE and 3GeV neutrino energy as also the
upper limits non-standard parameters. Thus we can predict the oscillation behavior of a muon neutrino and
compare it to the standard oscillation as shown in ﬁgure 3.
Fig. 3. The purple curve represents the standard muon neutrino survival probability as function of distance and the blue represents the
non-standard muon neutrino survival probability. The Origin of the axis is in the exactly LBNE distance 1293.78Km.
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For 1293.78Km (LBNE distance) is possible to see ∼ 0.02 diﬀerence between the standard and the non-
standard propagation. We also plot the module diﬀerence between the models as function of the distance,
as shown in ﬁgure 3.
Fig. 4. Module diﬀerence between the Non-Standard and the Standard muon neutrino survival probability as function of distance.
4. Conclusion
The implementation of a new non-standard interaction that violates the leptonic number can modify
considerably the muon neutrino oscillation length. This allows to change the numbers of muon neutrinos
that reach the detector as a function of the distance from the source.
At the precise distance LBNE distance the diﬀerence between standard neutrino oscillation survival
probability and the non-standard one varies in order of few percents. This preliminary analysis shows that
LBNE will be able to constrain or conﬁrm such kind of non-standard neutrino interactions.
For future prospect we will extend the analysis for three neutrino families and increment the CP violation
phase. This analysis could guide LBNE experiment in ﬁnd physics beyond the standard neutrino oscillation
model.
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